
THE FOCUS AUDIT
PREDICTIVE FOCUS MANAGEMENT GAINS

Gain employee performance ánd well-being through 

guiding surf, email and smartphone behavior & focus management.
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5% more PROFIT 

with HAPPIER 

EMPLOYEEs?

Our app lets you focus on getting things done,

while at the same time enjoying rewards and

contributing to a company's chosen social project.

It's about sustainable and positive employee

engagement. 

 

To get started, you simply set up a profile and select

which apps and sites are okay to visit and for how

long while that profile is active. If you then

impulsively surf to a distracting website, our Virtual

Focus Coach encourages you to keep your good

intentions. 

 

We work closely with our customers, their

employees and HR partners to continually develop

our platform and deliver real added value in

coaching employees. 

We help your employees to feel and perform better

by guiding their digital behavior through coaching

and a rewarding 'people first' software application. 

 

Being focus experts, we research, advise, implement

and coach. 

 

We conduct a qualitative and quantitative focus audit

with your employees and management. This way we

determine your digital behavior, possible work and

focus distractors and the mutual needs for

guidelines and guidance. 

 

Our very practical methodology increases the ability

to focus in this digital era. Your employees both gain

precious time and reduce stress, easily

accomplishing goals both in their work and private

lives. 
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use your phone (& TIME) smart...
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THE MAGIC IN FOCUS MANAGEMENT

Higher performance and efficiency 

 

More personal satisfaction in goals

accomplished 

 

Collective awareness and stimulation  to

focus in your company 

 

Proven financial ROI 

(Digital) stress reduction 

 

Healthy relationship with your

smartphone and e-media 

 

A positive Employee Experience in a

modern company culture 

 

Improving the wellbeing of your staff 

Why this audit is much more 

than just a good idea

It will prove the mutual need (both for management

and employees) for a digital behavior and

connectivity policy. 

 

It shows your employees that you care and take their

(digital) wellbeing seriously.  

 

It provides a clear overview of your company's work

and focus distractors from an “expert outsider

perspective”. 

 

It offers a strategic "blueprint" to regain focus. 

 

It will provide you with an essential cross-check of

recommendations, current programs, and future

focus / digital behavior projects. 

 

It helps you set benchmarks for focus performance,

based on industry standards. 

 

Together we'll define your KPI’s before determining

budgets for future focus projects. 

 

It is cost effective with clear deliverables.
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THE AUDIt TIMELINE
THE SUCCESSIVE STEPS WITHIN YOUR FOCUS AUDIT

Analysis of current digital behavior and focus approach, explanation of the audit process, appointment

of an internal focus manager, setting the agenda.  

 

Duration: approx. 2 to 3 hours 

STEP 01 - BRIEFING MEETING

We interview a high impact group comprising of both management and employees to determine

their digital behavior and focus needs. 

 

Duration: up to half a day at your company + possible online video meetings 

Timeframe: deadline maximum 2 weeks after the briefing meeting  

STEP 02 - INTERVIEWS

We conduct an anonymous, personalized and short online survey with your employees. This is

composed by Hocus Focus and distributed by the internal focus manager. 

 

Timeframe: distribution maximum 1 week after the last interview, to be completed maximum 2 weeks

after the last interview  

STEP 03 - DIGITAL SURVEY

We present the audit results and provide you with practical recommendations on current programs, and

future focus / digital behavior projects. Together we determine benchmarks and a focus growth

roadmap with possible additional actions: we can draw up a Connectivity Charter, organize coaching

and implement our focus software platform. 

 

Duration: approx. 2 to 3 hours 

Timeframe: deadline maximum 2 weeks after the digital survey deadline  

STEP 04 - THE FOCUS REPORT MEETING
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THE BUDGET
NOTHING EVER GROWS WITHOUT PLANTING A SEED

Fifty percent will be invoiced at the start of your project (payable on receipt of the invoice), with the

balance invoiced according to progress and/or upon delivery. In Flanders, you can use the "KMO-

portefeuille" for advice for this audit (a 30-40% subsidy).

0 - 20: 

21 - 50: 

51 - 100: 

101 - 250: 

251 - 500: 

€ 1.500 

€ 1.750 

€ 1.950 

€ 2.450 

€ 3.250 

NUMBER OF ALL

EMPLOYEES

BUDGET 

(excl. of VAT)

501 - 1000: 

1001 - 2000: 

2001 - 5000: 

> 5000:

€ 4.250 

€ 5.000 

€ 5.500 

on demand

NUMBER OF ALL

EMPLOYEES

BUDGET 

(excl. of VAT)

THE FOCUS AUDIT TEAM MEMBERS
THE AWESOME PEOPLE BEHIND YOUR FOCUS PROJECT

INTERNAL FOCUS MANAGER 

& FOCUS BELIEVERS

YOU  &  YOUR  TEAM

Great goals only can be achieved by great teams! That's why it is hyper important that your focus

management project is supported not only by us but also by a dedicated internal squad of focus believers. 

 

The appointment of a well-suited internal focus manager is crucial for the succeeding of your digital behavior

and focus project. 

FOCUS AUDIT CONSULTANT 

& FOCUS MANAGER

BART  VAN  WASSENHOVE
STRATEGIC FOCUS

CONSULTANT

DAVID  RADEMAKER
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LET'S MEET

i.  www.hocusfocus.io 

e. bart@hocusfocus.io 

t. +32 (0)472 68 25 48 

 

HOCUS FOCUS 

MeetDistrict Ghent - Ghelamco Arena 

Ottergemsesteenweg Zuid 808 bus 300 

9000 Ghent - Belgium 
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http://www.hocusfocus.io/

